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The African Grey Parrot really is an amazing bird and to fully understand and appreciate this
truly wonderful bird you need to have a modicum of knowledge and that is where this book
comes into its' own. This book contains useful hints and tips on all aspects of parrot
ownership.What to look out for and how to examine a baby African grey, to ensure that you
purchase a happy, healthy and well adjusted bird.Items that you need even before bringing
home your new companion.How to set up the cage, what to put in it and more important, what
not to put in the cage.Read about the correct feeding regime and learn about foods that you
must never feed your bird or the results could be fatal.Learn how to bring up a healthy bird and
cure unsightly problems such as feather plucking/pulling.African grey parrots need and love
grooming. Find out how to do it correctly.How to stop a parrot from biting.Learn how to teach
your parrot to speak and discover how they speak because this amazing bird has no vocal
chords.Also learn how to successfully train your parrot. it is easier than you can imagine.If you
consider breeding from your parrot, this book is full of facts and hints to ensure a good healthy
clutch of chicks.How to wean and raise the chicks with tips like 'cuddling' the baby bird.This is a
book designed to teach you as well as your parrot on how to successfully bond and how to enjoy
each others company.Read, learn and enjoy.

“I absolutely love Kathryn’s spirit. Her yoga classes keep me in shape, and they also help my
soul feel light and happy. The energy that Kathryn extends is contagious and her book, Aim True
is filled with love and fun. It’s amazing!” — Rachel Platten, singer-songwriter“Kathryn has helped
me add strength and flexibility to my body, especially after having a baby, with fun and
personalized workouts. I look forward to our sessions and feeling great about my body!” —
Giada De Laurentiis, Food Network Host“It is a blessing and a treat to escape into Kathryn’s
world. Her teaching is restorative to my mind, body, and soul.” — Blake Mycoskie, founder, Toms
Shoes“Kathryn Budig is a transformational leader, rockstar yogi and an inspiring force in the
world. Her work touches thousands of people worldwide.” — Gabrielle Bernstein, New York
Times bestselling author“In an age that increasingly commercializes the ancient practice of
yoga, Budig’s wholesome, down-to-earth outlook is welcome, sure to aid readers of all shapes
and sizes in establishing healthy food and exercise patterns while practicing self-love and
acceptance.” — Publishers WeeklyONE OF WELL+GOOD’S 10 MOST EXCITING HEALTHY
BOOKS TO READ IN 2016 — Well+Good.comONE OF MINDBODYGREEN’S 20 WELLNESS
BOOKS WORTH READING IN 2016 — mindbodygreen.comONE OF SONIMA’S 100 MOST
INFLUENTIAL YOGA TEACHERS IN AMERICA: “Though Kathryn Budig is relatively young
(she’s only been teaching for 10 years), she is known and celebrated around the world for her
accessible and joyous approach, and her strong voice in the body-positive movement.” —



Sonima.comONE OF MINDBODYGREEN’S 8 INSPIRATIONAL BOOKS TO HELP YOU
EMBRACE SELF-LOVE — mindbodygreen.com“Whether your goal is to love who you are right
now… or discover new ways to embrace the great balancing act that is life, this holistic approach
to yoga, diet, and mindfulness has something for you… this guide is as beautiful as it is life-
changing.” — Aspire MagazineFrom the Back CoverAre You Ready to Discover What Aim True
Means to You?Yoga teacher and inspirational speaker Kathryn Budig is known for her ability to
encourage others to set their intentions and goals, no matter how lofty, and work toward them
while staying true to themselves.In Aim True, Budig extends her empowering message beyond
the mat. Life is an adventure that is meant to be explored, challenged, and fully lived. The best
part? When you approach life with an open mind and heart, the possibilities are endless. Allow
Budig to be your guide along the journey with:A 5-day purification process6 yoga sequences to
put into practiceMore than 85 recipes to seduce your inner Top ChefAn introduction to
meditationHomeopathic self-care and beauty recipesWhether your goal is to love who you are
right now, reshape the way you view food, develop a meditation practice, or discover new ways
to embrace the great balancing act that is life, this holistic approach to yoga, diet, and
mindfulness has something for you. Filled with vibrant photographs and whimsical illustrations,
this guide is as beautiful as it is life-changing.About the AuthorKathryn Budig is the founder of
Aim True and author of The Women’s Health Big Book of Yoga. She teaches weekly online yoga
classes at Yogaglo.com and has her own Gaiam instructional DVD, Aim True Yoga.Read more
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Amazing African Grey CareVet AdamsPUBLISHED BY:Vet AdamsCopyright 2013.Amazing
African Grey CareAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be copied, reproduced in any
format, by means any means, electronic, printed or otherwise without the prior written
permission and consent from the author, copyright owner and publisher of this
book.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please
note:The author, copyright owner or publisher of this book cannot accept any liability for any
loss, injury, death or damage resulting from the keeping of Leopard Geckos by any user of this
publication or from the use of any information or recommendation or from any errors or
omissions in this
publication.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other
books in the series.Baby Bearded Dragon CareLovely Leopard GeckoBuying a PuppyBuying a
KittenContents1. Author2. Intro3. Here We Go4. Items for your African Grey5. Setting Up6.
Feeding7. Health8. Grooming / Wing Clipping9. Talking10. Biting11. Training12. Breeding13.
ThanksAuthorHi, my name is ‘Vet Adams’, Vet being a nickname that I have been labelled with
by my friends, family and colleagues many years ago.I cannot remember a time in my life when I
have not been surrounded by animals, either in the form of pets or wild animal that needed to be
rescued.As a child living with my parents and siblings we had the standard assorted ‘normal’
type of pet, i.e. dogs, cats, budgies, goldfish, rabbits and guinea pigs and I also helped to look
after our neighbours horses, but as I got older and moved out of the family home got married
and eventually went into the Pet Shop business, I acquired a wider variety of pets, i.e. lizards,
snakes, spiders and the larger breeds of birds like the African Gray parrot.Although I am no
longer working in the Pet Trade and I am retired, I still have a dog and an African Gray parrot as
companions as my wife likes to call them.I believe that one of our greatest assets is to love,
nurture and protect which we do instinctively and automatically with our children and thankfully
millions of people around the world also carry this gift over into looking after and caring for the
varying species of animals, reptiles and birds that inhabit this planet with us. Long may it last, for
we are all the better for it.I hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I have enjoyed
researching and writing it.I am now in the process of writing a series of books similar to this one
but on differing species of animals, birds and lizards and I will be writing about dogs, horses,
parrots, bearded dragons and leopard geckos, to start with.Many thanks,Vet.IntroAfrican Grey
Parrots are loved and adored by many people and it is extremely easy to distinguish and admire
the qualities of these birds that instantly draw them to you.They are known for their individual
personalities and they are very inquisitive, curious and intelligent and they are also revered for
their understated beauty.They will quite happily co-exist with humans and will definitely become
a very popular member of your family, (the flock).Please notice how I say ‘co-exist’ and not ‘be-
owned’ as a grey remains completely independent and can never be classed as fully
domesticated.So before I get into the nitty gritty details of the book here are a few useful hints &



tips that will help you to live in harmony with this amazing bird.If needed, your African Grey will
require a specialist avian veterinarian.Provide your bird with the appropriate living space, the
bigger the better.Your Grey will require plenty of interaction, socialization and out-of-cage time.A
nutritious varied and fresh diet is a necessity.Always have a clean fresh supply of water.Bathing
time and/or spraying/misting is also a necessity.Talk gently and maintain eye contact with your
Grey.Learn to understand your bird’s body language and moods.Greys can be quite untidy and
will drop or throw their food around; they are not being naughty as this is a natural behavioral
trait.Keep the cage scrupulously clean.Always reward good behavior, especially whilst training,
with a little treat and a lot of praise.Training in small enjoyable steps/doses is immensely more
rewarding than long intensive bouts.Be consistent, repeat, repeat and repeat again. Repetition is
the way to fulfillment.Never shout at your grey as they have very sensitive hearing.Never, smack
strike or physically punish your bird. Right, now let us get down to the interesting, technical and
more in depth details and information on the origins, welfare and wellbeing of the ‘Amazing
African Grey’.There are two popular subspecies of African Greys:-The Congo African Grey
Parrot (Psittacus Erithacus Erithacus), is the larger of the two subspecies and is also known
simply as the ‘Grey’ (the term I shall generally use throughout this book), it is also known as the
‘Red Tail’ due to their vibrant colored tail feathers and also the ‘Congo Parrot’.This book is
dedicated to this particular subspecies of parrot.The overall length of a mature bird is:-
13” (33cm).The lifespan of a healthy happy Grey can be as long as 50 years of age.There are
however, claims of the African Grey living for as long as 70 years of age and I believe that the
‘Guinness Book of Records’ claims to have proof of one living for 72 years.Fifty years or seventy
years you must admit that this is potentially a long living bird, so you must take this into account
when you purchase this wonderful bird.The Grey is excellent at mimicking and copying all
manner of different sounds. Sounds like – the telephone, the door bell, microwave ping, police
car sirens and they are probably the best breed of parrot known for their excellent talking
abilities.These are just some of the traits that make this particular breed of parrot extremely
popular.But guess what? Parrots have no vocal chords and the different sounds that they make
are produced by forcing air across the top of the trachea.As the title of this book suggests, aren’t
African Grey Parrots ‘Amazing’.The other smaller subspecies is known as the Timneh African
Grey Parrot (Psittacus Erithacus Timneh).As their names suggests, these parrots originate from
the Central Belt of Africa, the Southeastern Ivory Coast to Western Kenya, Northwest Tanzania,
Southern Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Northern Angola.In avian terms and aviculture,
African Grey Parrots are often called ‘CAG’.Here We GoAs with any pet, acquiring and adding a
Grey to your family household is a huge commitment and requires considerable thought and
consideration.In the first instance, they are generally expensive to purchase and correctly
house .They also require and need a lot of effort and quality time in caring for one of these truly
remarkable birds and they can also live to a good old ripe age, maybe even outliving you.Some
helpful informationAlways purchase your parrot from a reputable avian breeder or from a good
quality pet shop/store or any other establishment that specializes in birds and in particular,



parrots.I purchased my Grey from a well known parrot breeder and I was able to check out his
aviary and breeding houses. In fact, the breeder actively encouraged me to take an interest in
the whole process, from choosing the parent birds, the incubation period of the egg, choosing
which chick I wanted, the weaning period and the ‘bonding’ stage of its’ early life.If however you
are unable to have that honor and you are considering purchasing a slightly older bird from a pet
shop/store, generally speaking, it is the bird that picks you and not the other way round.Whether
you acquire your Grey from a breeder or pet shop/store, when the chance comes to handle your
baby Grey, thoroughly wash and dry your hands, approach the bird calmly, speaking gently to it
and maintain eye contact. In the initial stages of contact, slightly close or squint your eyes when
making eye contact as at an early age, your Grey may interpret wide open eyes as
confrontational.Do not be tempted to rush any potential interaction with the parrot, let the bird
set the pace, mood and time scale, as young parrots can be easily spooked.You will normally
find that a well adjusted Grey is very curious and inquisitive and it should readily turn towards
you and may even run to you, ready to alight upon your person.This is an ideal time to visually
examine your baby Grey.GeneralNeonates (newborn young) should be alert, inquisitive, plump,
fluffy and round.Fledging may appear a little thin, but they should not be skinny.EyesNewly
weaned juveniles will still have black eyes. These will later fade to grey and then eventually turn
to yellow in varying shades.The eyes should be alert and clear with no signs of clouding
discharge or crusting.BeakThe beak should be black and smooth with no discernable exterior
ridges.Nares (nostrils)Nostrils should be dry and clear of any signs of discharge.Amazing
African Grey CareVet AdamsPUBLISHED BY:Vet AdamsCopyright 2013.Amazing African Grey
CareAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be copied, reproduced in any format, by means
any means, electronic, printed or otherwise without the prior written permission and consent
from the author, copyright owner and publisher of this
book.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please
note:The author, copyright owner or publisher of this book cannot accept any liability for any
loss, injury, death or damage resulting from the keeping of Leopard Geckos by any user of this
publication or from the use of any information or recommendation or from any errors or
omissions in this
publication.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other
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after our neighbours horses, but as I got older and moved out of the family home got married



and eventually went into the Pet Shop business, I acquired a wider variety of pets, i.e. lizards,
snakes, spiders and the larger breeds of birds like the African Gray parrot.Although I am no
longer working in the Pet Trade and I am retired, I still have a dog and an African Gray parrot as
companions as my wife likes to call them.I believe that one of our greatest assets is to love,
nurture and protect which we do instinctively and automatically with our children and thankfully
millions of people around the world also carry this gift over into looking after and caring for the
varying species of animals, reptiles and birds that inhabit this planet with us. Long may it last, for
we are all the better for it.I hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I have enjoyed
researching and writing it.I am now in the process of writing a series of books similar to this one
but on differing species of animals, birds and lizards and I will be writing about dogs, horses,
parrots, bearded dragons and leopard geckos, to start with.Many thanks,Vet.IntroAfrican Grey
Parrots are loved and adored by many people and it is extremely easy to distinguish and admire
the qualities of these birds that instantly draw them to you.They are known for their individual
personalities and they are very inquisitive, curious and intelligent and they are also revered for
their understated beauty.They will quite happily co-exist with humans and will definitely become
a very popular member of your family, (the flock).Please notice how I say ‘co-exist’ and not ‘be-
owned’ as a grey remains completely independent and can never be classed as fully
domesticated.So before I get into the nitty gritty details of the book here are a few useful hints &
tips that will help you to live in harmony with this amazing bird.If needed, your African Grey will
require a specialist avian veterinarian.Provide your bird with the appropriate living space, the
bigger the better.Your Grey will require plenty of interaction, socialization and out-of-cage time.A
nutritious varied and fresh diet is a necessity.Always have a clean fresh supply of water.Bathing
time and/or spraying/misting is also a necessity.Talk gently and maintain eye contact with your
Grey.Learn to understand your bird’s body language and moods.Greys can be quite untidy and
will drop or throw their food around; they are not being naughty as this is a natural behavioral
trait.Keep the cage scrupulously clean.Always reward good behavior, especially whilst training,
with a little treat and a lot of praise.Training in small enjoyable steps/doses is immensely more
rewarding than long intensive bouts.Be consistent, repeat, repeat and repeat again. Repetition is
the way to fulfillment.Never shout at your grey as they have very sensitive hearing.Never, smack
strike or physically punish your bird. Right, now let us get down to the interesting, technical and
more in depth details and information on the origins, welfare and wellbeing of the ‘Amazing
African Grey’.There are two popular subspecies of African Greys:-The Congo African Grey
Parrot (Psittacus Erithacus Erithacus), is the larger of the two subspecies and is also known
simply as the ‘Grey’ (the term I shall generally use throughout this book), it is also known as the
‘Red Tail’ due to their vibrant colored tail feathers and also the ‘Congo Parrot’.This book is
dedicated to this particular subspecies of parrot.The overall length of a mature bird is:-
13” (33cm).The lifespan of a healthy happy Grey can be as long as 50 years of age.There are
however, claims of the African Grey living for as long as 70 years of age and I believe that the
‘Guinness Book of Records’ claims to have proof of one living for 72 years.Fifty years or seventy



years you must admit that this is potentially a long living bird, so you must take this into account
when you purchase this wonderful bird.The Grey is excellent at mimicking and copying all
manner of different sounds. Sounds like – the telephone, the door bell, microwave ping, police
car sirens and they are probably the best breed of parrot known for their excellent talking
abilities.These are just some of the traits that make this particular breed of parrot extremely
popular.But guess what? Parrots have no vocal chords and the different sounds that they make
are produced by forcing air across the top of the trachea.As the title of this book suggests, aren’t
African Grey Parrots ‘Amazing’.The other smaller subspecies is known as the Timneh African
Grey Parrot (Psittacus Erithacus Timneh).As their names suggests, these parrots originate from
the Central Belt of Africa, the Southeastern Ivory Coast to Western Kenya, Northwest Tanzania,
Southern Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Northern Angola.In avian terms and aviculture,
African Grey Parrots are often called ‘CAG’.Here We GoAs with any pet, acquiring and adding a
Grey to your family household is a huge commitment and requires considerable thought and
consideration.In the first instance, they are generally expensive to purchase and correctly
house .They also require and need a lot of effort and quality time in caring for one of these truly
remarkable birds and they can also live to a good old ripe age, maybe even outliving you.Some
helpful informationAlways purchase your parrot from a reputable avian breeder or from a good
quality pet shop/store or any other establishment that specializes in birds and in particular,
parrots.I purchased my Grey from a well known parrot breeder and I was able to check out his
aviary and breeding houses. In fact, the breeder actively encouraged me to take an interest in
the whole process, from choosing the parent birds, the incubation period of the egg, choosing
which chick I wanted, the weaning period and the ‘bonding’ stage of its’ early life.If however you
are unable to have that honor and you are considering purchasing a slightly older bird from a pet
shop/store, generally speaking, it is the bird that picks you and not the other way round.Whether
you acquire your Grey from a breeder or pet shop/store, when the chance comes to handle your
baby Grey, thoroughly wash and dry your hands, approach the bird calmly, speaking gently to it
and maintain eye contact. In the initial stages of contact, slightly close or squint your eyes when
making eye contact as at an early age, your Grey may interpret wide open eyes as
confrontational.Do not be tempted to rush any potential interaction with the parrot, let the bird
set the pace, mood and time scale, as young parrots can be easily spooked.You will normally
find that a well adjusted Grey is very curious and inquisitive and it should readily turn towards
you and may even run to you, ready to alight upon your person.This is an ideal time to visually
examine your baby Grey.GeneralNeonates (newborn young) should be alert, inquisitive, plump,
fluffy and round.Fledging may appear a little thin, but they should not be skinny.EyesNewly
weaned juveniles will still have black eyes. These will later fade to grey and then eventually turn
to yellow in varying shades.The eyes should be alert and clear with no signs of clouding
discharge or crusting.BeakThe beak should be black and smooth with no discernable exterior
ridges.Nares (nostrils)Nostrils should be dry and clear of any signs of discharge.Amazing
African Grey CareVet AdamsPUBLISHED BY:Vet AdamsCopyright 2013.Amazing African Grey
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quality pet shop/store or any other establishment that specializes in birds and in particular,
parrots.I purchased my Grey from a well known parrot breeder and I was able to check out his
aviary and breeding houses. In fact, the breeder actively encouraged me to take an interest in
the whole process, from choosing the parent birds, the incubation period of the egg, choosing



which chick I wanted, the weaning period and the ‘bonding’ stage of its’ early life.If however you
are unable to have that honor and you are considering purchasing a slightly older bird from a pet
shop/store, generally speaking, it is the bird that picks you and not the other way round.Whether
you acquire your Grey from a breeder or pet shop/store, when the chance comes to handle your
baby Grey, thoroughly wash and dry your hands, approach the bird calmly, speaking gently to it
and maintain eye contact. In the initial stages of contact, slightly close or squint your eyes when
making eye contact as at an early age, your Grey may interpret wide open eyes as
confrontational.Do not be tempted to rush any potential interaction with the parrot, let the bird
set the pace, mood and time scale, as young parrots can be easily spooked.You will normally
find that a well adjusted Grey is very curious and inquisitive and it should readily turn towards
you and may even run to you, ready to alight upon your person.This is an ideal time to visually
examine your baby Grey.GeneralNeonates (newborn young) should be alert, inquisitive, plump,
fluffy and round.Fledging may appear a little thin, but they should not be skinny.EyesNewly
weaned juveniles will still have black eyes. These will later fade to grey and then eventually turn
to yellow in varying shades.The eyes should be alert and clear with no signs of clouding
discharge or crusting.BeakThe beak should be black and smooth with no discernable exterior
ridges.Nares (nostrils)Nostrils should be dry and clear of any signs of discharge.
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Ali Julia, “Nice information, would have liked to see the photos of the author's bird. This is a very
informative book, it has an advice about the African grey care, personality, as well as dos and
don'ts. The advice included is both general, as well special notes from personal experience of
the author's own African grey. I found the informative, sometimes funny, and full of affection for
this incredibly intelligent bird. We are considering making African Grey part of our family and this
book answered the questions I had as well as the questions I did not know enough to ask. What
could be better? I would have liked to see photos of the grey, specifically the bird that the author
owns in various situations, to see the cage he uses, the toys and and so forth.Ali Julia review”

James Mcleod, “Good starter. Hers you into what is required to properly raise your bird and love
with it.Not a lot of technical words to learn.”

cruzinbb, “Satisfied. This book is really informative especially if you are going to breed your
African Grey. I found it very useful in what they could eat and couldn't eat and what kind of wood
that could be used for perches.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful and informative book.. This book was very well written and
informative. She is absolutely correct, African Grays are absolutely amazing...They are
wonderful companions and deserve to be loved. Thank you Beth for writing this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. It was a good read lots of stuff I already knew mixed in with
some new insight!”

Nancy Patterson, “Great Book. Lots of great information on these terrific birds. I got my C.A.G.
(age 8) from his second owner (he spent 4 years in each of his first homes) and this book had
lots of helpful information on the Greys.”

Alokesh Bagchi, “Four Stars. Good Book”

UE, “Five Stars. this is full of useful information and is a must for any african grey owner”

amanda mottram, “Great book. I bought this book to help me learn a little about African Grey's
before buying one, I have learnt a lot and can't wait to begin my journey owning an African grey. It
is easy reading and full of useful information, definitely recommend this book.”

catterpillow, “Good for Beginners*. Great book is you are learning the basics of parrot care but if
you have done your research it may yield nothing new but is a great resource non the less.”



The book by Vet Adams has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 38 people have provided feedback.

Author Intro Here We Go Items for your African Grey Setting Up Feeding Health Grooming
Talking Biting Training Breeding Many Thanks.
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